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Alliages pour tubes d'échangeurs de chaleur destinés aux
centrales nucléaires CANDU*

par

G.F. Taylor
Résumé

Le réacteur CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) de la centrale NPD
fonctionne de façon sûre depuis le mois de mai 1962. Ce réacteur, partielle-
ment voué aux développements, a permis d'évaluer différents modes de fonctionne-
ment et divers systèmes de contrôle chimique: par exemple, on a laissé le
caloporteur primaire bouillir pendant 30 mois. En dépit de ces variations,
les matériaux de construction se sont avérés très satisfaisants, sans que
des problèmes graves de corrosion se produisent dans aucun des trois grands
circuits (caloporteur primaire, modérateur, eau des générateurs de vapeur).

Du fait que le concept CANDU-PHW (où le caloporteur est de l'eau
lourde pressurisée) a évolué, quelques changements ont eu lieu dans les
matériaux de construction, en particulier, de nouveaux alliages pour tubes
d'échangeurs de chaleur, ont été adoptés pour s'assurer que le record
d'absence de corrosion du premier réacteur sera répété dans chaque reacteur
ultérieur.

La performance des tubes des générateurs de vapeur (alliage
nickel-chrome-fer dans le MPD et alliage nickel-cuivre dans les centrales
Douglas Point et Pickering) a été remarquable et aucune défaillance due â
la corrosion ne s'est produite. On laissera bouillir le caloporteur primaire
dans les réacteurs CANDU-PHW de 600 mégawatts électriques. Un alliage de
fer-nickel-chrome a été choisi pour les tubes des générateurs de vapeur car
il donnera des champs de rayonnement plus faibles que les alliages utilisés
auparavant. Il est également plus résistant que l'alliage nickel-chrome-fer
aux fissures dues à la corrosion sous contrainte dans l'eau très pure des
circuits primaires, danger possible mais improbable aux hautes températures
de fonctionnement.

Des tubes en acier inoxydable ferritique-austenitique et en
alliage austénitique ont été choisis pour les refroidisseurs du modérateur
dans les réacteurs CANDU actuellement conçus et dans ceux en construction.
Ces matériaux réduiront les champs de rayonnement autour du circuit du
modérateur tout en ayant la bonne résistance â la corrosion dans l'eau de
service qui a caractérisé les alliages de cupronickel actuellement employés.

Les tubes de laiton et de bronze que l'on trouve dans les
condenseurs et dans les réchauffeurs d'eau d'alimentation ont donné satisfaction
dans un grand nombre de centrales â combustible fossile et de centrales
nucléaires y compris celles ayant des réacteurs CANDU. Ces tubes, cependant,
ne facilitent pas le contrôle de la corrosion dans le cycle de vapeur et
pour réduire le transport des produits de corrosion depuis les circuits
d'alimentation, jusqu'aux générateurs de vapeur, l'acier inoxydable est
préférable pour les réchauffeurs d'eau d'alimentation et l'acier inoxydable
ou le titane sont recommandés pour les condenseurs.
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HEAT EXCHANGER TUBING MATERIALS FOR CANVU NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS*

by

G.F. Taylor

ABSTRACT

The CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactor, NPD, has been operat-
ing reliably since May 1962. In its development role, different operating
modes and chemistry control schemes have been evaluated at NPD, e.g. the
primary coolant was allowed to boil for 30 months. Despite these variations,
the materials of construction have proven to be very satisfactory, with no
significant corrosion problems appearing in any of the three major circuits
(primary coolant, moderator, boiler water).

As the CANDU-PHW (Pressurized Heavy Water) design has evolved, some
changes in materials of construction, particularly heat exchanger tubing,
have been adopted to ensure that the corrosion-free record of the first
reactor is reproduced in each succeeding unit.

The performance of steam generator tubing (nickel-chromium-iron alloy
in NPD and nickel-copper alloy in Douglas Point and Pickering generating
stations) has been outstanding and no corrosion-induced failures have occurred.
The primary coolant will be allowed to boil in the 600 MW (electrical) CANDU-
PHW reactors. An iron-nickel-chromium alloy has been selected for the steam
generator tubing because it will result in lower radiation fields than the
alloys used before. It is also more resistant than nickel-chromium-iron
alloy to stress corrosion cracking in the high purity water of the primary
circuit, an unlikely but conceivable hazard associated with higher operating
temperatures.

Austenitic alloy and ferritic-austenitic stainless steel tubing have
been selected for the moderator coolers in CANDU reactors being designed and
under construction. These materials will reduce the radiation fields around
,the moderator circuit while retaining the good resistance to corrosion in
f-service water that has characterized the copper-nickel alloys now in use.

Brass and bronze tubes in feedwater heaters and condensers have
given satisfactory service in many fossil-fired and nuclear generating stations
including the operating CANDU reactors. They do, however, complicate corrosion
control in the steam cycle and, to reduce the transport of corrosion products
from the feedtrain to the steam generator, stainless steel is preferred for
feedwater heaters and stainless steel or titanium for condensers.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

July 1977

AECL-5832

Presented at 22nd Nuclear Congress of Rome, 2*1-25 March 1977.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Canada Deuterium Uranium pressurized heavy water (CANDU-PHW)
reactors have three major water circuits:

i) the moderator circuit in which the heavy water moderator is
cooled and purified,

ii) the primary heat transport system in which heat is transferred
from the fuel elements to the tubes of the steam generator by
the heavy water coolant, and

iii) the secondary circuit in which steam is produced from ordinary
water in the shell side of the steam generator.

The separation of the moderator and primary coolant (Figure 1) is an
important advantage of the CANDU reactor design which permits a greater
flexibility in the selection of materials and chemistry control schemes
than is possible in the light water reactors.

The materials for the CANDU demonstration reactor, NPD, were
selected twenty years ago (Table 1).

- Presented with permission of Forum Italiano del)'Energia Nucleare



TABLE 1

PRINCIPAL MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION OF NPO

Moderator Circuit

Calandria
Calandria tubes
Piping

Pump and valves

Cooler tubing

Primary Circuit

Pressure tubes
Fuel sheathing

Fuel channel end fittings

P î p i ng

Steam generator tubing

Secondary Circuit

Steam generator tubing

Piping and shells of steam
generator, condenser,
feedwater heaters
Condenser tubing

No. I feedwater heater

Nos. 2 6 3 feedwater heaters

Aluminum alloys

Austenitic stainless steel

lnconeJ-600

Zircaloy-2

Martensitic stainless steel

Carbon steel

lnconel-600*

lnconel-600

Carbon steel

Aluminum brass

70:30 brass

Copper

The reactor was commissioned in 1962. The moderator is maintained
at low pressure (165 kPa) and a calandria inlet temperature of approximately
J»O°C. No chemical additions are made, and the pH of the water ranges from
5.0 to 6.0. The exact, value depends on the ion exchange purification flow
and the rate of leakage of air into the gas above the moderator and the
resulting nitric acid production rate.

Reflecting the station's developmental role, several operating modes
and chemistry control schemes have been evaluated in the NPO primary circuit.
These are shown in Table 2.

In 1973 and 1974 experimental decontaminations were carried out.

• MONEL, INCONEL, and INCOLOY are trademarks of the Internat ional
Nickel Co. and are used here because of general f a m i l i a r i t y . In
th is paper they are used to designate al loys of the following
compos it ion:

«OREL alloy WO
INCOLOY alloy 800
INCONEL alloy 600

63
32
72

!ii
- 70
.5-35
mir

Nomi

C_r

21-23
14-17

nal Composition -

Fe

2.50 max.
Balance U45)
6-10

wt-:

Çïï.
Balance (30)

The use of trade names don- not iir.ply that uhiï materials tested or
used were supplied by the Internat"onaI Nickel Co.



TABLE 2

OPERATING MODES OF NPD PRIMARY CIRCUIT

Period

1962-67
1967
1968
1968-71
1971-72
1972-77

Mode

Pressurized
Pressurized
Pressurized
Boiling (12 vitZ steam)
Pressurized
Pressurized

Primary Circuit Chemistry
Dissolved Deuterium

PH

10-11 (LiOH)
10 (NH3)
10-11 (LiOH)
10 (NH,)
10 (NH3)
10-10.5 (LiOH)

Concentration
(cmVkq D2O)

«0.5
>10
«0.5
20-80
20-80
«0.5

The secondary circuit has been operated with hydrazine additions
to the feedwater and sodium phosphate additions to the boiler. The concen-
tration of phosphate maintained in the steam generator has been reduced over
the past few years and a level of 2 to 5 mg/kg is now normal in the absence
of condenser leakage.

The performance of the materials of construction of NPD has been very
satisfactory with no significant corrosion problems appearing in any of the
three major circuits. A corrosion monitoring program-1 of the primary circuit
materials has shown that:

1) the long term (>600 days) corrosion rate of carbon steel during
pressurized operation was 0.3 mg.dm"2.day"1,

2) this rate increased to 0.6 mg.dm-2.day"1 when the reactor was
operated in the boiling mode with ammonia dosing,

3) the corrosion rate of the 13% Cr stainless steel end fitting
material was 0.2 mg.dm"2.day"1 and that of the lnconel-600 steam
generator tubing less than 0.05 mg.dm'^.day"1. These were not
affected by boiling.

As the CANDU-PHW reactor design has evolved, some changes in the
materials of construction have been adopted. Some of these have permitted
a reduction in capital or operating cost of a reactor and some were
necesary to permit a modified mode of operation. In each case the change
was examined carefully to ensure that the corrosion free record of NPD was
reproduced in each succeeding unit. These changes with particular emphasis
on heat exchanger tubing materials are reviewed in this paper. The materials
for NPD, the first reactor;. Pickering-A, the first commercial reactor; and
Point Lepreau, the latest reactor for which all the materials have been
chosen, are compared. The commissioning dates of these stations, 1962,



1971*, and I98O are sufficiently separated for operation of one to have
influenced materials selection for the next. Some important parameters
for each station are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3

OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THREE CANDU-PHW REACTORS

Commissioning date

Capacity (MWe)

Reactor outlet temperature ( C)

Reactor outlet steam quality (wt%)

No. of steam generators

Steam pressure (MPa)

2. MODERATOR CIRCUIT

NPD is the only CANDU-PHW with an aluminum calandria and associated
piping. Difficulties encountered during fabrication resulted in low carbon
grade austenitic stainless steel being used for the calandria and piping of
all other reactors. Austenitic steel has been shown by corrosion coupon
exposures in-reactor to have a very low corrosion rate in the mildly acidic
moderator environment (Table 4). This provides a high integrity containment
for the expensive and tritiated heavy water moderator, and generates
little corrosion product for the sidestreatn purification circuit.

TABLE 4

CORROSION OF MATERIALS IN DOUGLAS POINT MODERATOR CIRCUIT
EXPOSURE TIME 165 DAYS

NPD

1962

25

277
0

1

2.9

Pickering-A*

1971

540

293
0

12

4.1

Point Lepreau

1980

600

309
4.9
4

4.6

Material ,__ . _2 . _j
Corrosion Rate
(mg.dm~2.day~1)

Carbon steel 2.8

90:10 cupronickel 0.6

70:30 cupronickel 0.C3

Type 304 stainless steel <0.01

* Pickering-A station consists of four identical 540 MW (electrical) reactors
which were commissioned between 1971 and 1973. Except where otherwise
noted in this paper, only one reactor will be considered to facilitate com-
parison with single units of the other designs.



The material selected for the moderator cooler needs to possess
the same high corrosion resistance to the moderator water as the calandrta
and piping and must also be immune to corrosion in the site cooling water.
Copper-based alloys are the conventional alloys for process cooling.
lnconel-600 was used at NPD to avoid contamination of an aluminum circuit
with copper. It has worked well. For Pickering-A 70:30 cupro-nickel was
chosen. It has proven immune to corrosion by the cooling water. While
the corrosion rate in the moderator water has been acceptable by normal
standards, the corrosion products released from the tubing have been
activated in the neutron flux and iiave caused the shutdown radiation fields
around moderator circuit equipment to be higher than necessary. The pre-
dominant isotope 2k hours after shutdown is Cu-64. On longer shutdowns,
Co-58 from nickel and Co-60 from cobalt become important. For reactors
after Pickering-A, lncoloy-800 or stainless steel will be used for tubing
moderator coolers. The particular grade of stainless steel selected may
depend on the nature of the cooling water. For the Point Lepreau station
which is located on Canada's east coast the moderator cooler is tubed with
3RE6O, a Sandvik stainless steel (18 Cr-5 Ni-2.7 Mo), but is separated from
the sea by an intermediate cooling circuit. The coolers in this circuit
are tubed with titanium to resist pitting corrosion by the sea-water.

3- PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The principal materials of the primary heat transport system of
NPD, Pickering-A, and Point Lepreau are shown in Table 5. Zircaloy fuel
sheathing, 13% chromium stainless steel fuel channel end fittings and
carbon steel piping are common to all three.

TABLE 5

PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM MATERIALS

NPD Pickering-A Point Lepreau

Fuel sheathing

Pressure tubes

End fittings

Piping

Steam generator
tubing

Zircaloy-2

Zircaloy-2

13% Cr stainless

Carbon steel

lnconel-600

Zircaloy-4

Units l£2, Zircaloy-2,
" 3S1», Zr-2.5 wt% Nb

13% Cr stainless

Carbon steel

Mone 1-1*00

Zircaloy-4

Zr-2.5 wt* Nb

13% Cr stainless

Carbon steel

lncoloy-800

Less than 0.03% of the total number of fuel bundles loaded into the
Pickering reactors have defected.2 Early in the operation of Unit 1, some
defects occurred when irradiated fuel was subjected to power increases. New
fuelling schemes were quickly devised to eliminate the failures. The pressure



tubes in Units 3 and k at Pickering and all newer reactors are made of
Zr-2.5 wt% Nb. This alloy is stronger than the Zircaloy used previously
and a thinner tube can therefore be used. This permits a higher fuel
burnup and a reduction in the already low cost of fuelling a CANDU reactor.

Some Zr-2.5 wt% Nb pressure tubes have cracked allowing leakage
of primary coolant into the gas annulus between the pressure tube and
the calandria tube. The failures were caused by delayed hydrogen cracking
of the tube material3 and were restricted to a very small area of the
pressure tube at the rolled joint with the end fitting where residual hoop
stresses were high and led to the precipitation of radial hydrides. The
residual stresses are now controlled by improved rolling procedures and
thermal stress relief. The mechanism of the hydrogen ingress and ways of
restricting it are still being evaluated but the elimination of the high
residual stresses has been shown to be sufficient to prevent failure.**

The end-fittings and piping, which are the least corrosion resistant
materials in the CANDU circuit, have performed outstandingly wel1 without
corrosion problems.

Although corrosion resistance is an important property to be
considered in selecting materials for all components in the primary heat
transport circuit, nowhere does it dominate so much as in the selection of
the steam generator tubing material. The very large area of tubing exposed
to the primary coolant means that even low corrosion rates can make a
significant contribution to the corrosion product inventory of the circuit
and thus to the growth of radiation fields. The typical 1 mm thickness of
the tubing makes it the thinnest component of the primary circuit pressure
boundary and therefore to avoid leakage the material needs to possess
outstanding resistance to all forms of localized corrosion.

Other than one tube failure caused by fretting against a baffle
plate, the lnconel-600 tubing at NPO has performed excellently. The
sensitivity of the general corrosion rate of Monel-^OO to oxygen in the
coolant and the generally poor chemical control in the early operation
of the CANDU prototype at Douglas Point caused radiation fields there to
rise rapidly.^ The more recent experience at Douglas Point and that at
Pickering-A indicates that Monel-'tdOis an excellent tubing material when
oxygen production is effectively suppressed. This suppression is achieved
by maintaining a dissolved deuterium concentration of greater than
5 cmVkg D2O in the coolant. There has been one tube failure in each of
Douglas Point (fretting) and Pickering Unit 2 (cause not known, probably
manufacturing defect). There have been no corrosion induced failures in
any CANDU steam generator.

For the 600 MWe reactors like Point Lepreau,boi? ing of the heavy
water coolant will take place in the fuel channels and two-phase flow will
persist some distance up the boiler tubes. Since it is not certain that
oxygen production can be adequately suppressed by dissolved deuterium under
boiling conditions, an assessment was carried out to determine the effect
of boiler tube composition on the growth of radiation fields.



The rate of release of activatable isotopes to the reactor coolant
depends on:

the rate at which various materials corrode and reîease their
corrosion products,

the concentration of activatable isotopes in these pr^.'jcts, and

- the area of each material exposed to the coolant.

The corrosion product release rates used are listed in Table 6.
The values are best estimates of the long-term rates in typical CANDU-PHW
conditions of 300°C, pH 10 water and are based on long-term exposures in
the NPD heat transport system.

With (:he exception of Monel-400, the materials considered are
relatively insensitive to oxidizing coolant. A threefold increase in the
long-term corrosion product release rate of Monel-400 has been assumed when
oxidizing species are present.

TABLE 6

CORROSION PRODUCT RELEASE RATES

Material Corrosion Product Release Rate
mg(meta 1).dm"2.day"1

Carbon Steel 0.3

Monel-400 (Complete suppression of radiolytic O2) 0.05

Monel-400 (Incomplete suppression of radiolytic 02) 0.!5

lnconel-600 0.05

lncoloy-800 0.05

It is assumed that released corrosion products will contain the same
concentration of each isotope as is present in the parent material. The
concentrations of activatable isotopes in the alloys considered are shown
in Table 7- Recognition of the special importance of cobalt-59 has led
AECL to specify "low cobalt" material. Where two concentrations are
shown the lower one is the lowest cobalt-59 content currently available
at reasonable cost.



TABLE 7

NOMINAL CONCENTRATIONS OF ACTIVATABLE ISOTOPES IN MATERIALS (wtl)

Cr-50 Fe-54 Fe-58 Ni-58 Co-59

Carbon steel - 5-7 0.33

Monei-400 - 0.08 0.004 44.8

!ncone!-600 0.68 0.42 0.02 51.6

lncoloy-800 0.88 2.7 0.15 21.7

0.015 (Pickering-A)
0.006 (All later reactors)

0.15 (Pickering-A)

0.01 (All later reactors)

0.01

0.01

The areas selected are shown in Table 8. Thus, although we have
used the terminology Pickering and Lepreau, this applies only to the
material selection; the areas assumed are identical , to provide a meaningful
comparison of the relative effects of the materials.

TABLE 8

AREA OF MAJOR OUT-REACTOR COMPONENTS IN CONTACT WITH COOLANT

Boi1er tubes

Feeders and headers

22,000 m2

3,000 m2

Using the values of corrosion product release rate, compositior
and the system areas shown in Tables 6 to 8, the release rates of
activatable isotopes and all corrosion products may be calculated for
several reactors representing present and possible future material
selections. These rates are shown in Table 9.

While many factors affect the rate at which activated corrosion
products move and accumulate in a reactor circuit, simplifying assumptions
are made here to evaluate the effect of system materials selection on
radiation fields.



The basic simplifying assumption in the calculations is that the
circuit contamination is directly proportional to the rate of activation
of corrosion products on the fuel. This assumption should not be seriously
in error since the residence times of deposits on fuel are in the range
from several to 30 days, as shown for Pickering Generating Station fuel.6

For these comparisons the flux is assumed constant (the ratio of
fast to thermal flux is assumed to be 0.5) and the fuel sheath area also.
The critical parameter is therefore the amount and composition of the fuel
deposits.

There are a number of assumptions which could be made to relate
the amount and composition of the deposit to the material selection for
the system. The amount of fuel deposit is directly dependent on the
concentration of corrosion product in the coolant and it is assumed
therefore that the total amount of core deposit is proportional to the
total corrosion product release rate.

The relative contribution of each nuclide to radiation fields was
related to the core deposits by calculating the relative inventory of each
activated nuclide after five years of steady production and decay. The
choice of time period is significant only for cobalt-60 and manganese-5^
since the amounts of chromium-51, iron-59, and cobalt-58 have reached a
steady state by the end of a year. The contribution of each nuclide to
the radiation field was weighted according to its total gamma energy per
disintegration except for Cr-51. Because its radiation is of low energy
(0.32 MeV) and more efficiently attenuated by the pipe walls, its contri-
bution was reduced by a further factor of 0.5.

The assumptions in the preceding section were applied to the
corrosion values in Table 9 to estimate the relative contribution of
each activated corrosion product to the system radiation fields. The
estimates are listed in Table 10 for coolant systems with the four candi-
date boiler materials, each combined with carbon steel feeders and headers.
To assess the effects of the cobalt content of the alloys, estimates were
made for two cobalt concentrations in Monel. The importance of Monel's
sensitivity to oxidizing conditions in the coolant was illustrated by
estimates made with the higher release rates from Monel which would exist
in boiling primary systems. The value of having feeder piping made of a
corrosion-resistant material with a low cobalt content was assessed by
considering an all-lncoloy system.

It was concluded that the materials chosen for Pickering-B
should contribute an improvement factor compared to Pickering-A of about
19 in long-lived contamination and 3 to A overall, and that lncoloy-800
as selected for boiler tubes of the 600 MWe CANDU reactors including Point
Lepreau, will be the best material to minimize circuit contamination.



TABLE 9

RELEASE OF ACTIVATABLE CORROSION PRODUCTS IN REACTOR CIRCUITS WITH A VARIETY OF METAL SELECTIONS

Reactor

Pickering-A
(PHW)

Pickering-B
(PHW)

BHW*

BHW

Point

(BHW)

BHW

Feeders 6
Headers

Carbon s tee l

Carbon s t e e l

Carbon s tee l

Carbon s tee l

Carbon s tee l

lncoloy-800

Mater ia l

Boilers

Mone1-400

Mone1-400

Mone1-400

lnconel-600

lncoloy-800

lncoloy-800

% Co-59

0.015
0.15

0.006
0.01

0.006
0.01

0.006
0.01

0.006
0.01

0.01
0.01

Release
Rate

mg/(din2, day)

0.3
0.05

0.3
0.05

0.3
0.15

0.3
0.05

0.3
0.05

0.05
0.05

Cr-50

-

-

-

273

273

353

353

48
353

401

Fe-54

1,872
32

1,904

1,872
32

1,904

1,872
96

1,968

1,872
169

2,041

1,872
1,084

2,956

148
1,084

1,232

Release

Fe-58

108
2

110

108
2

no

108
6

114

108
8

116

108
60

168

8
60

68

Rate (g/a)

Ni-58

17,987

17,987

17,987

17,987

53,961

53,961

20,717

20,717

8,713

8,713

1,103
8,713

9,726

Co-59

4.9
60.2

65.1

2.0
4.0

6.0

2.0
12.0

14.0

2.0
4.0

6.0

2.0
4.0

6.0

0.5
',.0

4.5

Total
Corrosion
Products

32.850
40.150

73,000

32.850
40,150

73,000

32,850
120,450

153,300

32.850
40,150

73,000

32,850
40,150

73.000

5,475
40,150

45,625

* BHW -CANDU reactor in which primary coolant is allowed to boil and oxygen suppression is incomplete.



TABLE 10

RELATIVE CIRCUIT ACTIVATION FOR VARIOUS MATERIAL CHOICES

Material Combination
(Feeders/boiler tubes)

Radiation Field from Nuçlide after 5 Years'Operation
(Arbitrary Units)

Cr-51 Mn-54 Fe-59 Co-58 Co-60 T-jtal

Field
Relative to
Pickering-A

* Pickering-A (PHW)
Carbon steeI/Monel-400

Pickering-B (PHW)

Carbon steel/Monel-400

*-BHW - Carbon steel/Monel-400

BHW - Carbon steel/lnconel-600

BHW - Carbon steel/lncoloy-800

BHW - incoloy-800/lncoloy-800

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

2.3

2.3

13.3

13.3

48.2 64.7

21.0 0.32

0

1

1

1

.0

.2

.6

.8

1

1

1

0

.0

.0

.5

.6

2

2

3

1

.4

.4

.5

.4

34

15

6

7

• 9

.3

.5

.2

10.

4.

4.

3.

3

4

4

3

53

24

17

14

.6

• 5

.5

.4

0.

0.

0.

0.

83

38

27

22

* For Pickering-A, cobalt concentration in materials is as constructed and shown in Table 9. For all other
reactors low cobalt material is assumed, 0.006 wt% in carbon steel, 0.01 wt% in boiler tube alloys.

** BHW - CAN0U reactor in which primary coolant is allowed to boil and oxygen suppresion is incomplete.
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Localized corrosion of steam generator tubing in the primary heat
transport water has been observed in a few reactors but only under
unusually high stresses. Coriou7 first identified the phenomenon
of intergranular corrosion of lnconei-600 in high purity water and it has
been confirmed by others since.8 Alloys with less than 65% nickel appear
to be immune and this has reinforced the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(AECL) preference for lncoloy-800 for steam generator tubing.

4. SECONDARY CIRCUIT

The evaluation of candidate steam generator tubing materials with
respect to their resistance to localized corrosion in the boiling water of
the secondary circuit has occupied many laboratories over the last several
years. A detailed review is beyond the scope of this paper. AECL have an
active program and some aspects of it have been published recently.9 Among
the world's laboratories there are conflicting opinions on the relative
merits of lnconel-600 and lncoloy-800. There have been no in-service
failures with lncoloy-800 but it is not immune to the failure mechanisms
which have caused so much damage to steam generators tubed with lnconel-600.
Chemistry control of the boiler water and design to avoid concentration of
impurities have been recognized by AECL and their steam generator suppliers
as the rational approach to avoiding corrosion of the steam generator tubing.

The elimination of copper alloys from the condenser and feedtrain
of CANDU reactors is one aspect of this control which AECL favours for
reactors now being designed. It is not practicable to consider material other
than carbon steel or low alloy steel for the shells of steam generators, turbines,
condensers and feedwater heaters. There are conflicting pH demands to
minimize corrosion of copper alloys and carbon steel. For copper alloys
the feedtrain pH should be less than 9.2; for carbon steel, greater than S.k. 10

Selection of copper alloy condenser tubes must exclude the use of carbon steel
tubing in feedwater heaters, especially those operating below 150°C. Even
if carbon steel tubing is eliminated there is sufficient carbon steel in
piping and heat exchanger shells to generate significant quantities of
ferrous corrosion products when the system is operated at pH 8.8 to 9.2.
In the absence of full flow ion exchange of the condensate these ferrous
products will be joined in the feedwater by copper-based corrosion products
from the condenser and a mixed.deposit will be laid down in the steam
generator.

A system without copper alloys would not only eliminate the
deposition of copper but also permit operation at pH >S,k which will
considerably reduce carbon steel corrosion and ferrous deposition.

Deposits have been instrumental in the corrosion of nuclear steam
generators but a chemical role of the deposit has not been clearly identified.
The active corrodents have been caustic and phosphate solutions but these
only become aggressive when concentrated. Concentration can occur in and
under deposits where liquid flow to the boiler tube surface is restricted.
A thicker deposit will be more aggressive than a thin one with an otherwise
similar structure.
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Copper cements magnetite deposits and this may cause the boiler tube
surface temperature to rise and increase the concentration of ohemicals
below the deposit. Gross overheating, as has occurred on boiling water
reactor fuel11 and fossi 1-fired boilers with copper deposition, is not possible
in nuclear steam generators becauce the temperature cannot exceed that of
the primary reactor coolant (about 300°C).

Copper alloys were acceptable in the feedtrain of subcritical fossil-
fired stations but have been unacceptable because of the effect of their
corrosion products on heat transfer in once-through and supercritical units
unless separated from the boiler by full-flow ion exchange.1 The 600 MWe
CANDU reactor is still far from the range of heat transfer rates of fossi1-
fuelled stations but may suffer sufficient loss of heat transfer due to
deposition to require cleaning several times during its projected 30 year
life. There is no relevant experience in the nuclear industry to determine
the frequency of this cleaning since the older units which have run for
significant times have lower heat transfer rates than current units and
have not yet required cleaning.

Ammoniated condensate can cause failure of copper alloy condenser
tubes. Typically, ammonia has been added to the system for pH control,
but production by the decomposition of hydrazine is also a significant
source if high concentrations of hydrazine are used for corrosion protection
during lay-up.

The survival of a particular tubing material in condensate is
difficult to predict and depends on condenser design and operation and
condensate conditions. All copper alloys are susceptible to alkaline
condensate corrosion but the more expensive ones, the cupro-nickels, are
much more resistant than are the brasses and bronzes.13 Titanium and stainless
steel are immune and as a result are used in sections of condensers where
erosion and corrosion are at their most aggressive (the periphery and air
removal sections). Where cooling water conditions prohibit the use of
brasses and bronzes anywhere in the condenser there can be little incentive
to install expensive cupro-nickel in the body of the unit and stainless
steel or titanium in the aggressive zones,and the latter materials should
be used throughout.

In summary, the elimination of copper alloys from a steam cycle
will reduce the total amount of deposit and permit greater flexibility in
operating and lay-up chemistry control. These factors will:

1) limit the concentration reached by dissolved salts trapped in deposits
and thereby reduce the corrosion hazard to the steam generator tubes,

2) make shutdowns for chemical cleaning less frequent,

3) permit easier and quicker chemical cleaning.



At Point Lepreau, the condenser is cooled by sea water and titanium
tubing is being used. To complement the corrosion and erosion resistance
of the material the design of the condenser permits the locating and
isolating of leaking tube to tubesheet joints. This is accomplished by
installing full baffle plates less than 25 cm inboard of the tubesheet face.
Steam which is condensed between the tubesheet and baffle plate is collected
at the bottom of the condenser and continuously monitored for conductivity
and/or sodium ions. When a leak is detected, the contaminated condensate
can be rejected until such time as*the condenser section can be taken out
of service and repaired.

The feedwater heaters at Point Lepreau are tubed with austenitic
stainless steel. In combination with the titanium condenser, this will
permit operation of the cycle at pH greater than 3.k and result in a very
low transport of feedtrain corrosion products into the steam generator.

SUMMARY

The performance of heat exchanger tubing in CANDU reactors has been
very satisfactory. Material changes have been adopted, however, to maintair.
this performance in the more demanding duty of stations now under construction
and to minimize the impact of corrosion products on the operation of the
moderator, primary and secondary water circuits.
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